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PROMOTION

a design for life
Looking for some unique interior inspiration? look no further
than the elegant teddington showroom of jenny blanc

J

enny Blanc is one of
those best kept secrets,
loved and admired by
all those in the know.
Located on Teddington High
Street, where their showroom
window often stops passers-by in
their tracks, they are a destination
for all things stylish and beautiful
for home interiors and gifts.
Mention Jenny Blanc and you will
hear comments such: “This is
so inspiring.”, “I’ve been looking
for something different like this
everywhere.”, and: “I’ve never
seen another showroom like it.”.
Following the creation and
opening of Le Manoir aux Quat’
Saisons in Oxfordshire with her former
husband, Raymond Blanc and The Maison
Blanc Patisserie chain, Jenny Blanc,
together with Chrissie Marshall, set up
their beautiful lifestyle showroom in 1996,
followed by a second design showroom in
Barbados in 2011. The Teddington address
is also the base for the internationally
renowned Design Studio from where all
projects, UK, Caribbean and elsewhere in
the world are executed and coordinated
by a team of experienced and talented
designers, led by Design Director, Sue
Thomas-Richardson and Jenny Blanc.

The elegant showroom is the perfect
place for all those final touches needed
to make a house your own. Each piece
has been carefully selected by Jenny to
meet her exacting standards for style
and quality. There are beautiful cushions
and throws, exquisite glass, a wonderful
choice of all things practical and beautiful
for wining and dining, unique ornaments
and objets, fabulous scented candles and
fragrances, photo frames and bedroom and
bathroom accessories. You will also find a
range of Jenny’s comfortable own brand
sofas and dining chairs plus a carefully
selected collection of furniture, lighting,

mirrors and artwork. There is a
huge library of the best fabric
collections with a curtain making
and upholstery service.
If you are finding the process
of decorating your home timeconsuming and complicated, the
unique Room-by-Room service
is designed to make this process
trouble-free. Run by Chrissie
Marshall, the Showroom Director,
and the showroom team, it helps
you decorate your home one room
at a time.
Jenny Blanc also offers a highly
personalised, bespoke Wedding
List service designed to help any
couple make their selection and to
simplify the present buying process. Gifts
selected from the showroom will always
be exceptional and will grace a home for a
lifetime. If preferred, friends and relatives
can make a part contribution towards the
more expensive items and gift vouchers
are also available.
If your home needs a lift, if you are
looking for a unique gift for any occasion
or if you just feel like treating yourself,
make your way to Jenny Blanc.
Jenny Blanc, 59 Teddington High Street,
TW11; jennyblanc.com
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